DIFFERENTIATION: A GUIDE
FOUNDATIONS OF LANGUAGE & LITERATURE (FLL)
ADVANCED LANGUAGE & LITERATURE (ALL)

According to Carol Anne Tomlinson, differentiation is not a series of strategies or tools, but “a teacher’s response
to learner’s needs.” She identifies three main responses for intervention for struggling learners and extension for
advanced learners: content, product, and process.
CONTENT: ENGLISH TEACHERS NEE D A WIDE RANGE OF MA TERIALS AVAILABLE TO THEM TO MAKE
CHOICES FOR CLASSES AS A WHOLE AND FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS B ASED ON THEIR READIN G
LEVELS AND INTERESTS . TEACHERS ALSO NEED RESOURCES TO HELP RE INFORCE SKILLS AT
VARIOUS LEVELS. – FOUNDATIONS OF LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
DIFFERENTIATION BY TEXT IN FLL
Each chapter in FLL includes three sets of texts of increasing
complexity. This allows teachers to select a text of appropriate
challenge level for all students, while still teaching the same
foundational elements of the genre.
In addition, SEEING CONNECTIONS texts and data help advanced
students extend out from the texts, and help engage struggling
learners by showing the real-world relevance of the texts.

GRAMMAR DIFFERENTIATION IN FLL
While the opening chapters lay a grammatical foundation based in
authentic reading and writing, and those skills are further practiced
in the genre chapters, some students might require more support.
Because students have such a wide range of needs when it comes
to grammar, whole-class instruction is rarely the most effective
instructional choice. Instead, we have included fourteen brief
workshops on grammatical topics to help support specific student
needs. Each workshop has an introduction to the concept, and
activities of increasing sophistication, from simple error
recognition, to revision, to revision in the context of a paragraph, and finally to sending students back into their
own writing to revise and edit.
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DIFFERENTIATION BY TEXT IN ALL
As a more advanced book, and a thematic book, ALL handles text differentiation
a bit differently. The chapters themselves increase in abstraction and challenge
as the book goes along, extending out from personal questions to cultural
issues—from self to the world. This allows you to choose which chapters to
send cohorts into based on their ability to think abstractly.

The thematic approach of this book allows all students in the class to master a
text and bring those ideas to bear on an overall classroom conversation on the
theme.
Reading the self:

Reading the world:

Within each chapter, you will find texts that range in complexity. Those challenge levels, as well as specific
instructional issues that might arise in the teaching of a text, are addressed in the Teacher’s Edition prior to each
chapter, to help you make the right choices for your individual student needs:

As in FLL, SEEING CONNECTIONS texts and data help advanced students extend out from the texts, and help engage
struggling learners by showing the real-world relevance of the texts.
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PRODUCT: ENGLISH TEACHERS REQ UIRE A VARIETY OF PROMPTS, ASSESSMENTS, AND ACTIVITIES
TO MATCH THE NEEDS OF THEIR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS.
DIFFERENTIATION BY PRODUCT IN FLL
Each reading is followed by a range of questions, allowing you to target
them to student needs and interests. Some, such as the VOCABULARY IN
CONTEXT questions, are specifically designed to support struggling learners.
In the TOPICS FOR COMPOSING section, you will find PERSONAL questions
designed to help get struggling students to connect with the text, CREATIVE
questions to help engage students who are yearning for something other
than strictly academic work, ARGUMENT and RESEARCH prompts to provide
rigorous academic extension opportunities for advanced learners, and
MULTIMODAL prompts for students who excel in modes of expression
beyond writing.

In the thematic Conversation embedded in each genre/mode chapter,
students are given three possible prompts for ENTERING THE CONVERSATION
and responding to the text cluster. The first is more personal, the second is
argumentative, and the third is philosophical, escalating in challenge and
abstraction. Regardless of the prompt, students are walked step-by-step
through the process and arrive at a source-based argument.
Teacher’s Edition: Throughout the Teacher’s Edition, expert teachers have
woven in TEACHING IDEA notes to give you more ideas for how to engage
students with the texts, whether it be a class discussion, extension activity,
research project, or more. CLOSE READING notes point out opportunities for
deep analysis for advanced
learners, while CHECK FOR
UNDERSTANDING notes highlight
spots that might require more
support for struggling learners.
Teacher’s Resource Materials:
In the resources, you’ll find
VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT
worksheets, which help support
students reading at the wordlevel by asking them to discover
the meaning of a word, consider its connotation, and think about what effect that word choice has on the
sentences. The purpose of these is to support an understanding of vocabulary for struggling learners, while moving
those learners to the next level, and challenging them to always think analytically about language.
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DIFFERENTIATION BY PRODUCT IN ALL
ALL uses various sets of questions to allow teachers to
differentiate by product for their students. Following the
Central Texts (the anchor text of each thematic chapter) are
TOPICS FOR COMPOSING, prompting for extended responses of a
wide variety: EXPOSITION, ARGUMENT, RESEARCH, NARRATIVE,
MULTIMODAL, DISCUSSION, PERFORMANCE, CREATIVE, and SYNTHESIS. In
addition, CONNECTING, ARGUING, AND EXTENDING questions follow
each Conversation reading, asking students to connect the text
to their own experiences, to respond to the ideas and issues in
the text, and then to extend out from those ideas to engage
with real-world issues.
At the end of each thematic Conversation are SYNTHESIZING
SOURCES questions that range from personal responses to
rigorous AP®-style prompts
Teacher’s Edition: As in FLL, throughout the Teacher’s Edition,
expert teachers have woven in TEACHING IDEA notes to give you
more ideas on how to engage students with the texts, whether
it be a class discussion, extension activity, research project, or
more. CLOSE READING notes point out opportunities for deep
analysis for advanced learners, while CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING
notes highlight spots that might require more support for
struggling learners.

Teacher’s Resource Materials: As in FLL, in the
resources, you’ll find VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT
worksheets, which help support students reading at
the word-level by asking them to discover the
meaning of a word, consider its connotation, and think
about what effect that word choice has on the
sentences. The purpose of these is to support an
understanding of vocabulary for struggling learners,
while moving those learners to the next level, and challenging them to always think analytically about language.
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PROCESS: A “ONE SIZE FITS ALL” APPROACH TO TEACHING TODA Y’S STUDENTS IS NOT POSSIBLE. A
TEACHER’S CLASSROOM MIGHT INCLUDE ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEA RNERS, THOSE WITH READING
OR WRITING DISABILIT IES, AND STUDENTS WHO ARE EAGER AND READY FOR EXTENDED
CHALLENGES. TEACHERS HAVE TO VARY THEIR TEACHING PROCESSES IN ORDER TO MEET THEIR
STUDENTS’ APPROPRIATE RATE AND LEVEL.
DIFFERENTIATION BY PROCESS IN FLL AND ALL
Rather than dictate process in the books, such as insisting
on certain assessments at certain times, or insisting on
certain products, FLL and ALL provides flexible materials
and suggestions, and puts those process decisions in the
hands of teachers who know their students’ rates and
levels best.
The Annotated Teacher’s Editions for both books include
teaching suggestions for BUILDING CONTEXT to help with reading comprehension,
for CLOSE READING to both dig deeper into the texts and support close reading
for struggling learners, to CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING in spots where it might be
prudent to slow down or check-in with students, and TEACHING IDEAS designed
to engage students and differentiate instruction.
You will notice as you go through the Teacher’s Editions for these books, that
there are not boxes marked “Differentiation.” Every note in these Teacher’s
Editions is designed to help you differentiate for your students, whether it is
suggesting useful approaches to the content, product, or process.
Teacher’s Resource Materials: When a note in a Teacher’s Edition calls for a
specific classroom strategy, such as an Interrupted Reading, a description and
best practices for those strategies can be found in the Teacher’s Resource
Materials.
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